
   DESCRIPTION

  PACKAGING

  COVERAGE

Decomix Coloured Release Agent was designed to be used in conjunction with Colour
Hardener, to provide colour contrast and ensure that the mould releases cleanly when
imprinting the surface of Colour Hardener. 

Decomix Coloured Release Agent  is supplied as a dry mix hydrophobic powder
 20kg pail
Pallet lots of 27 pails

 

A 20kg pail of Decomix COLOUR RELEASE AGENT will approximately cover up to 100 square meters 

Decomix COLOUR RELEASE AGENT

Manufacturer’s Warranty 
Decomix warrants that the products manufactured by it shall be free from material defects and will be consistent with its

normal high quality. Should any of the products be proven defective, the liability to Decomix shall be limited to replacement of
the product ex-factory. Decomix makes no warranty as to merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose and this warranty

is in lieu of all other warranties expressed or implied. The user shall determine the suitability of the product for his intended use
and assume all risks and liability in connection therewith.



  TECHNICAL DATA

Type:                                                            Cement based release agent 
Colour:                                                         Contact your nearest distributor for colour options 
Working time after spreading:                N/A 
Initial set:                                                    N/A
Light floor traffic after application:        N/A 
Application temperature (ambient):      6 to 25°C 
Slab temperature:                                     6 to 25°C 
Min application thickness:                       Light dusting as required 
Max application thickness:                      Light dusting as required  
Density:                                                       1kg/litre 
Protection barriers required:                  Wind and sun barriers (surface must be moist)

Decomix COLOUR RELEASE AGENT

Available in earthy tones that make imitating nature easy. 
Hydrophobic material that has the ability to repel water. 
Becomes an integral part of the substrate.

  ADVANTAGES

  APPLICATIONS

To add contrasting colour to the micro-topping/cement overlay being imprinted. 
Acts as a release agent ensuring that the mould used to imprint designs releases cleanly from the
substrate.
Assists in retaining the moisture in the substrate during the early stages of hydration (curing
blanket

  SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

After application Coloured Release Agent should be left on the imprinted surface for at least 72 hours
to set. Dry Release Agent powder remaining on the surface can be gathered and reused at a later stage
if required. Thereafter rinse with clean water to remove excess material so as to expose approximately
60% of the base colour. Most textured/ indented areas should retain the Coloured Release Agent .


